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Visually Induced Plasticity
of Auditory Spatial Perception in Macaques

consistent spatial disparity to auditory stimuli. Similar
aftereffects have also been described for the influence
of visual stimuli on the perception of limb position [11]
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ral rate perception [10].University of California at Davis
Davis, California 95616 The ventriloquism aftereffect can be induced using

complex stimuli but also with simple stimuli, such as
tones or noise and light flashes [2–5]. Because simple
stimuli are effective in generating the aftereffect, andSummary
aftereffects are ubiquitous across sensory modalities,
it is likely that these enduring illusions are manifest earlyWhen experiencing spatially disparate visual and audi-
in the sensory pathways. This suggests that nonhumantory stimuli, a common percept is that the sound origi-
animals also experience similar aftereffects, but to ournates from the location of the visual stimulus, an illu-
knowledge, there have been no attempts to determinesion known as the ventriloquism effect [1]. This illusion
if enduring illusions such as the ventriloquism aftereffectcan persist for tens of minutes, a phenomenon termed
exists in species other than humans, and if so, howthe ventriloquism aftereffect [2–5]. The underlying
different stimulus parameters influence the aftereffect.neuronal mechanisms of this rapidly induced plasticity

To test this possibility, we trained two rhesus monkeysremain unclear; indeed, it remains untested whether
to perform two behavioral tasks. The first was a soundsimilar multimodal interactions occur in other species.
lateralization task that was run immediately before andWe therefore tested whether macaque monkeys expe-
after a training task (see the Supplemental Data, avail-rience the ventriloquism aftereffect similar to the way
able with his article online, for details). Each trial washumans do. The ability of two monkeys to determine
initiated by the monkey fixating a small red or greenwhich side of the midline a sound was presented from
light-emitting diode (LED) to within 2�. After a variablewas tested before and after a period of 20–60 min in
delay (500–1000 ms), a single 200 ms acoustic stimuluswhich the monkeys experienced either spatially identi-
(tone or Gaussian noise, 65 dB SPL [sound pressurecal or spatially disparate auditory and visual stimuli.
level], 5 ms on/off ramp) was presented from one loca-In agreement with human studies, the monkeys did
tion in azimuth (�/� 18 or 26� in 4� increments). Theexperience a shift in their auditory spatial perception in
fixation light was extinguished 300 ms after the auditorythe direction of the spatially disparate visual stimulus,
stimulus was completed, and two target lights appearedand the aftereffect did not transfer across sounds that
at �/� 6� in azimuth. The monkey was rewarded if itdiffered in frequency by two octaves. These results
made a saccade to the target light nearest the soundshow that macaque monkeys experience the ventrilo-
stimulus and fixated it to within 2�. Each location wasquism aftereffect similar to the way humans do in all
tested on 12–20 randomly interleaved trials. Immediatelytested respects, indicating that these multimodal in-
after this lateralization task, the monkey performed theteractions are a basic phenomenon of the central ner-
training task. Here, the monkey was required to fixatevous system.
the LED and depress a lever to initiate a trial. Three to
seven simultaneous auditory and visual (200 ms dura-

Results and Discussion tion) stimuli were presented from one of the pretraining
locations. The monkey was required to maintain fixation

Most real world events consist of multiple sensory attri- and depress the lever until the acoustic stimulus was
butes. Although each sensory system initially processes presented 15 dB louder (from the same location), and
information independently, this information is ultimately the monkey then had to release the lever to obtain a
combined to form a unified percept. However, under reward. This paradigm is similar to that previously used
the appropriate conditions both spatial and temporal for human subjects [4], and it ensured that the monkey
mismatches between two or more modalities can give was actively attending to the auditory stimulus but not
rise to the illusion that there is no disparity. In the spatial to any spatial aspect of either stimulus. Within a session,
realm, visual stimuli usually dominate the localization of the visual stimulus was presented at either �4� (“sound-
both auditory stimuli [1], the perception of limb position right”), �4� (“sound-left”), or 0� (“zero-disparity”) relative
[6], and tactile localization [7]. In the temporal realm, to the auditory stimulus on every trial. The location of
auditory stimuli usually dominate the perception of vi- these stimuli varied between trials to encompass the
sual temporal rate [8–10]. range of locations tested in the pretraining task such

These capture effects can also persist when unimodal that each location was tested 20–50 times (20–60 min).
stimuli are presented. For example, in the ventriloquism Figure 1 shows the results from three experiments
aftereffect [2–5], the perception of acoustic space can using the sound-right (Figure 1A), sound-left (Figure 1B),
be reliably shifted in one direction following a period and zero-disparity training (Figure 1C). Following the
of exposure in which visual stimuli are presented at a sound-right training, the monkey had a clear shift to the

right of the psychometric function, resulting from a bias
to respond “left” near the midline. Similarly, there is a*Correspondence: ghrecanzone@ucdavis.edu
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Figure 2. Summary of the Aftereffect across Experiments and
Monkeys

Each panel shows the difference between the mean pretraining
responses minus the mean posttraining responses, with the data
from monkey L in panel (A) and monkey O in panel (B.) The vertical
dashed line shows the midline, the horizontal dashed line shows
zero difference. Shaded squares show the difference following the
sound-right training paradigm (n � 14 and 11 for monkeys L and
O, respectively). At points near the midline, there is an increase in
this difference, indicating that the monkey had a leftward bias. Solid
squares show the difference following the sound-left training para-
digm (n � 14 and 10 in monkeys L and O, respectively). In this case
there is a decrease of this difference near the midline, indicating a
rightward bias by the monkey. Open squares show the results from
the zero-disparity training paradigm (n � 15 and 10 for monkeys
L and O, respectively). There is little consistent change in these
differences following this training paradigm. Error bars represent
the SEM. and are shown in only one direction at some locations for
clarity. Points where error bars are not shown were smaller than the
symbol size. Stars indicate p � 0.05 from posthoc analysis (two-Figure 1. Single-Experiment Examples of the Aftereffect
tailed t test). Experiments in which the pretraining session showed

(A) Data from a single pretraining (pre; open squares) and posttrain-
a 50% “right” response greater than 2� different than zero indicated

ing (post; closed squares) session using a sound-right training para-
an initial response bias by the monkey and were not included in

digm (30 trials/location; 1 kHz tone). The midline is shown as the
this analysis.

vertical dashed line. (A) There is a clear shift to the right of the
psychometric function following sound-right training, indicating that
the monkey perceived stimuli to be to the left of their actual location.
(B) Data from an experiment using the sound-left training paradigm clear shift to the left of the psychometric function follow-
(30 trials/location; 2 kHz tone). The posttraining psychometric func- ing sound-left training (Figure 1B), resulting from in-
tion is shifted to the left, indicating a rightward bias by the monkey. creased “right” responses. For both cases, the bias was
(C) Data from an experiment using the zero-disparity training para- in the direction of the visual stimulus during the training
digm (30 trials/location; 1 kHz tone). In this case, the pretraining

paradigm. For the zero-disparity training, there was noand posttraining psychometric functions are nearly identical. For the
systematic shift in the psychometric function (Fig-posttraining condition only, the monkey was rewarded for selecting

either target for locations at �/� 2�. This prevented the monkeys ure 1C).
from biasing their choice based on reward availability. All other The results from all sessions from both monkeys are
locations required a correct response to receive a reward. summarized in Figure 2. In each plot, the difference

between the percent “right” responses during the pre-
training and posttraining sessions are plotted at each
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location tested. There is a consistent upward shift fol-
lowing sound-right training (shaded squares), indicating
fewer “right” responses (corresponding to the rightward
shift in the psychometric function as in Figure 1A). Simi-
larly, following the sound-left training period (solid
squares), there is a consistent downward shift, resulting
in a greater percentage of “right” responses following
training. Sessions following the zero-disparity training
(open squares) showed very little shift and all mean
values were within a 5% difference between the pre-
and posttraining conditions.

The differences between the sound-right, sound-left,
and zero-disparity training conditions were statistically
significant (ANOVA: F(2, 61.99); p � 0.001 and F(2,
38.95); p � 0.001 for monkeys L and O, respectively),
and posthoc analysis (t test) showed that the significant
differences were located near the midline (Figure 2, stars
indicate p � 0.05). This midline effect was expected due
to the nature of this lateralization task, as shifts in the
perception of the stimulus location at far eccentricities
would still be correctly identified as “left” or “right.”
However, significant effects were still noted in some
cases well beyond the 4� disparity presented during
the training period. These shifts in the psychometric
functions are consistent with results in human observers
using head- [4] or manual-pointing [5] tasks or a button-
release task [4] and indicate that similar shifts in auditory
spatial perception are consistent between these two
species. Interestingly, the two monkeys showed the ef-
fect in different degrees, with monkey L being fairly
symmetric and monkey O showing a much greater effect
for sound-left training compared to sound-right training.
This is likely a result of monkey O having a slight

Figure 3. Frequency Distribution of the Slope Ratiosrightward bias of 0.5–1.5� in the pretraining sessions;
(A) The ratio of the pretraining slope divided by the posttrainingthis bias would tend to magnify the effect for sound-
slope following either sound-left or sound-right training. There wereleft training. Nonetheless, the main finding is that both
no significant differences between sound-left or sound-right training

monkeys showed a statistically significant effect for or between monkeys (t tests, p � 0.05 in all cases), so all data
both sound-right and sound-left training and no effect were pooled (49 total experiments). The median is shown as the
for zero-disparity training. arrowhead, and the first and third quartiles are spanned by the

horizontal line. This distribution is largely symmetrical and is cen-This effect was not due to a change in the monkey’s
tered near 1.0, indicating no consistent change in the slope of theacuity or diligence in performing the task, which would
psychometric function as a consequence of the training paradigm.be expected to result in either an increased or decreased
(B) Frequency distribution of the same ratio for the zero-disparity

slope of the psychometric function, respectively. The training paradigm. Conventions as in panel (A) and data from both
ratio of the pre- and posttraining slope of the psycho- monkeys are pooled (25 total experiments). The median is slightly
metric function, defined as the slope of the line drawn below 1.0 but the first and third quartiles evenly span 1.0 (no differ-

ence). The two distributions are not statistically significantly differentbetween the two data points that bracketed the 50%
from each other (see text).“right” response, are shown in Figure 3A. This distribu-

tion is largely symmetrical, indicating that there was
no consistent effect on the slope of the psychometric

median ratio was below 1.0, suggesting a trend for betterfunctions following sound-right or sound-left training.
sound-lateralization ability.The ratios for the zero-disparity training showed a similar

distribution (Figure 3B). There was no statistically signifi-
Effects of Acoustic Stimulus Spectrumcant difference between the zero-disparity and the
We noted that the magnitude of the aftereffect variedsound-left and sound-right disparity training distribu-
between sessions in both monkeys. We reasoned thattions (Figures 3A versus 3B; Wilcoxon signed rank; p �
this variability may be due to variability in the monkeys’0.05). This analysis indicates that the training period did
ability to discriminate the stimuli, because there arenot systematically alter the monkey’s motivational state
clear differences in sound localization ability dependingor its diligence in performing the task; rather, the psy-
on the stimulus spectrum [12]. Each monkey was testedchometric functions were essentially the same except
at a number of different tone frequencies as well asfor a shift in the direction corresponding to the visual
broadband noise at different intensities, which resultedstimulus during the training period. In the case of the
in a range of the slope of the psychometric functions inzero-disparity training, there was no statistically signifi-

cant improvement (paired t test; p � 0.05), although the the pretraining condition. We compared these slopes to
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Figure 4. Aftereffect Strength as a Function of Lateralization Perfor-
mance

The y axis plots the difference in threshold, defined as the location
in azimuth at 50% right responses linearly interpolated from the two
data points that bracketed that value, between the pretraining and
posttraining session. Stimuli tested were either 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8
kHz at 65 dB SPL or Gaussian noise at 65 or 25 dB SPL. The x axis
shows the slope of the psychometric function in the pretraining
condition and reflects the ability of the monkey to lateralize those
stimuli. There was a difference between monkeys (monkey O: solid
circles; monkey L: open squares) but the correlation was statistically
significant for each. Dashed lines show the regression lines (equa-
tions and r values are shown in the inset). The stimuli more difficult
to lateralize (low slope values) produced the largest effects.

the difference between the pretraining and posttraining
threshold, taken as the 50% “right” response rate, with
thresholds from the sound-left experiments changed in
sign so that positive values correspond to shifts in the
expected direction. The data from the two monkeys are
shown independently (Figure 4), and both sets of data
were statistically significantly correlated (see inset).
These results indicate that the magnitude of the afteref-
fect illusion was greatest for stimuli that the monkey

Figure 5. Minimal Transference across Frequencyhad most difficulty in discriminating, suggesting that a
In this example, the monkey was tested at both 4 kHz (A) andgreater aftereffect occurs when the auditory stimulus is
1 kHz (B) before (pre; open squares) and after (post; closed squares)

more easily “captured” by the visual stimulus during the sound-right training using the 4 kHz stimulus. The 1 kHz tone was
training session. This is consistent with our observations tested immediately before and after the training session. There was
in human subjects, where the subjects must experience little if any effect of the training at 4 kHz in this example (B). The

psychometric function did show a clear shift to the right for the 4 kHzthe ventriloquism illusion in order for the aftereffect to
stimulus (A), consistent with previous experiments. (C) Differences inoccur (unpublished data).
the percent “right” responses between the pretraining and posttrain-
ing sessions following sound-right training (seven experiments to-

Transference of the Aftereffect across Frequency tal). The trained frequency was always 4 kHz (solid squares) and
showed a consistent increase as was seen in other experimentsPrevious studies in human subjects indicate that there
(Figure 2). The untrained frequency was always 1 kHz (open squares)is little if any aftereffect when the stimulus used in the
and showed little effect. Conventions as in Figure 2.training session is two octaves different in frequency

than the test frequency used in the pre- and posttraining
tasks [4, 5]. To explore the transference of the aftereffect squares, Figure 5B) in the pretraining conditions. The

sound-right training session consisted of 4 kHz tonesacross large frequency differences in monkeys, we con-
ducted pre- and posttraining sessions for both 1 kHz with 35 trials at each location. Immediately following the

training session, 1 kHz was tested (Figure 5B) and thereand 4 kHz stimuli in seven separate experiments in mon-
key L. An example of the data from one of these experi- was no apparent aftereffect. The 4 kHz task was then

immediately performed (Figure 5A), and the psychomet-ments is shown in Figure 5. The monkey was first tested
at 4 kHz (open squares, Figure 5A) and then 1 kHz (open ric function showed a clear shift to the right, as in previ-
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ous experiments. These data are shown pooled with 6 [14–20]. One would therefore expect that the neuronal
responses in these areas would be consistent with theadditional sessions in Figure 5C, where there is a clear
sensory percept (illusion) and not the actual stimulusaftereffect for the 4 kHz stimulus (solid squares), consis-
locations. Similarly, these effects would be expectedtent with the results from the previous experiment (Fig-
to persist in the absence of new information that theure 2A). There was also a small but statistically signifi-
disparity no longer exists. This would explain the dura-cant effect for one location for the 1 kHz tone stimulus
tion of the effect during the posttraining period in our(paired t test; p � 0.05). Thus, these results indicate that
monkeys but a re-calibration back to normal when thethere is minimal influence of the training stimulus on the
monkey experiences a normal auditory/visual spatial en-localization ability of acoustic stimuli at least 2 octaves
vironment in its home cage between sessions.different in frequency. This finding is consistent with

However, because the transference across frequencyprevious studies in human subjects [4, 5], suggesting
was very limited, it is also likely that sharply tuned neu-that similar mechanisms are in place for both humans
rons in unimodal auditory areas could be involved. Oneand macaques.
promising cortical candidate is the caudomedial area
(CM) of auditory association cortex. Neurons in this area
have been shown to respond to both somatosensoryPersistence of the Aftereffect
[21] and visual [22] inputs. This area also has sharpThe duration of the effect was not explicitly tested, al-
auditory spatial tuning [12], and although many neuronsthough our results indicate that the effect endured
in CM are relatively broadly tuned for frequency, a sub-throughout the duration of the posttraining experiments
stantial minority of neurons have sharp frequency tuning(from 20–40 min). Our best indication of this is from
consistent with the limited transference of the aftereffectthe transference experiments, in which the nontrained
[23]. These factors make CM a potential, previously con-frequency was always tested before the trained fre-
sidered “unimodal,” cortical area to reflect the ventrilo-quency in the posttraining condition. Thus, the effect
quism aftereffect.was still clearly evident even after the monkey had per-

Finally, although this phenomenon is intriguing, oneformed a similar task at a different frequency for approxi-
is forced to wonder what practical benefit such rapidlymately 30 min. However, we saw no evidence that the
induced plasticity would provide the animal. Abruptaftereffect persisted through the next training day. Com-
changes in sound localization ability, for example by anparisons between the pretraining thresholds taken the
acute partial occlusion of one ear, would generate spa-day after no-disparity training were not different from
tial mismatches between auditory and visual stimuli. Ifthose taken the day after sound-left or sound-right train-
the nervous system can rapidly adapt to such changes,ing (t test; all p � 0.05).
the perception of a unified sensory world would be main-To address how much training is necessary to gener-
tained. It is reasonable to expect that this change wouldate the aftereffect, we compared training sessions that
be enduring, as the realignment of acoustic and visualranged between 20 to 50 trials for each stimulus location.
spatial representation would allow accurate localizationMultivariant regression analysis with both the slope of
of real objects when the visual input is not present, suchthe pretraining psychometric function and the number
as during occlusion.of trials for each training stimulus showed no significant

correlation of the number of training trials with the size
Conclusionsof the aftereffect in either monkey (p � 0.05). Secondly,

one monkey was tested in seven different sessions using
This report demonstrates that the same stimuli that gen-a 2 kHz test stimulus with a range of 30–50 trials during
erate the ventriloquism aftereffect in humans [4] alsothe training paradigm. Again, there was no significant
generate the aftereffect in macaque monkeys. The after-correlation between the number of trials and the magni-
effect did not systematically change the slope of thetude of the aftereffect (r � �0.025; p � 0.05). We con-
psychometric function but rather shifted the perceptionclude that there is no influence of the number of trials
of acoustic space in the expected direction. Also similarpresented during the training paradigm within the range
to human studies [4, 5], there was no transference ofthat we tested.
this effect for stimuli two octaves different in frequency.These findings in macaques indicate that this species
Thus, the macaque monkey is likely sharing the samemay represent an ideal animal model to study the neu-
alteration in the perception of acoustic space that oc-ronal basis of these illusions. It has been previously
curs in humans following brief periods of exposure tosuggested that capture effects are the result of the sen-
auditory and visual spatial disparity. These results pavesory modality with the greater acuity dominating that
the way for future studies directed at exploring the un-of the modality with the lower acuity [1–6, 11]. Recent
derlying neuronal mechanisms of multimodal integrationexperiments have strengthened this view, because un-
in the mammalian brain.der the appropriate conditions, auditory stimuli can cap-

ture the spatial location of visual stimuli [13]. One would Supplemental Data
therefore expect that either the responses of single neu- Supplemental Data including Experimental Procedures and one ad-

ditional figure are available at http://www.current-biology.com/cgi/rons and/or neuronal ensembles representing the lower-
content/full/14/17/1559/DC1/.acuity modality would be altered to a greater extent than

those representing the higher acuity modality. This could
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